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Abstract 

It is difficult to prevent the spread of new infections in densely populated areas because they spread at a faster rate. One of the most commonly 

used techniques for this type of scenario is contact tracing, which involves locating the infected character and his close contacts after he has been 

infected. This is one of the most recent and effective methods that the health authorities have supported. We can see Machine Learning strategies 

that require some region information to efficiently implement contact tracing. Contact tracing is used by local governments and health authorities 

to halt the spread of rapidly spreading diseases. It is one of the locally focused methods that work well when the number of cases is small. As a 

result, we can say that it can be or is primarily used in rapidly transmitted diseases and newly emerging infections. Using cluster-based region 

identifications, the utility of touch tracing is investigated using nearest neighbour approaches and absolute deterministic simulations 

(MLDBSCAN). Emerging or re-emerging infectious diseases like SARS, Ebola, Lassa fever, tuberculosis, and, most recently, COVID-19 

require extremely effective prevention methods and strategies. 
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I. Introduction 

Many critical infections have emerged in the past, and in the 

present, a brand-new infection is emerging, resulting in a 

massive loss of human life, and we can expect to see this 

type of rising infection in the future as well. To maintain 

good control of such pandemics, a thorough examination of 

pandemics is required, as well as the implementation of 

effective techniques. Individual-to-character transmission, 

droplet spread (direct contact), and airborne transmission, as 

well as infected objects, food, animal-to-human verbal 

exchange, and trojan horse bites, are all ways in which 

humans spread disease (oblique contact). Infectious diseases 

can spread through direct or indirect contact, making 

everyone vulnerable to becoming ill. SARS, Ebola, Lassa 

fever, tuberculosis, and, at the moment, COVID 19[1] are 

examples of infectious diseases. These diseases required a 

quick response as well as specific manipulation techniques. 

We can break the transmission chain by using a powerful 

technique known as contact tracing in the early stages of 

infection spread. We will use existing technology to conduct 

powerful contact tracing. 

Machine learning is one of the most widely used types of AI 

[2]. In order to aid decision-making, it analyses and 

discovers trends in massive data sets. Algorithms, which are 

a set of instructions for completing a set of tasks, are the 

building blocks in machine learning programmes [3]. The 

algorithms are designed to learn from data without human 

intervention. According to a detailed research into what 

machine learning [4] is the term "representation" refers to 

the classification of data in a format and language that a 

machine can understand. This section lays the groundwork 

for the following step, evaluation, which will determine 

whether or not the data classifications are useful. An 

algorithm goes through this learning process without 

needing to be programmed. Machine learning [5] can be 

supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, or reinforced. 

Figure 1 depicts some of the most popular real-world 

machine learning applications. 
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Fig.1 Machine Learning 

We'll use one of the machine learning algorithms to track 

down infected people using their location information and 

shape unique clusters. 

Persons after getting infected with the deadly virus will 

carry the virus with them and can spread to another one. So, 

there is a need to follow up these contacts and identify the 

contacts to whom the infected persons contacted. So, this 

will help in give medical treatment to people exposed to the 

person before the symptoms arises. 

If a person becomes inflamed with the ailment and does not 

get checked, he is unfastened to head anywhere he wishes, 

permitting the disorder to unfold to different human-beings. 

In some other state of affairs, if he is screened and the 

outcomes indicate fake positivity, he is loose to travel 

approximately and unfold the aliment speedy. So, there is a 

want for contact tracing. 

Different pandemics [6] are arising in the present situation 

the health care authorities need to be very careful to stop the 

spread of these infectious diseases. Effective strategies need 

to be implemented. In the past we can see some of the 

dangerous diseases which caused a huge loss to the humans 

without proper knowledge about how to contain the 

infections. 

From those situations we have to learn and make efforts to 

effectively implement the different methods to stop spread 

of diseases. Most of the work is concentrated in two areas: 

First collection of the location data of the contacts and 

making a dataset and visualizing the data. Second using the 

machine learning algorithm i.e., DBSCAN, forming the 

clusters and tracing the most probable infected contacts. The 

objective of our work is to: Form the clusters (using safe 

distance) and to Find the infected contacts. 

We have implemented this paper in python programming 

language. We used machine learning [7] to identify potential 

infected contacts of the known victim. In machine learning, 

clustering algorithms can be used to do this type of work. 

We have used the DBSCAN algorithm in our project. What 

these clustering algorithms do is they form clusters rom the 

data given and by using those clusters we can trace the 

potential carriers of the disease.  

To properly apprehend the implementation info of the task, 

it is important that we first recognize what system getting to 

know is, what's clustering and how all the distinct clustering 

algorithms function after which we are able to be capable of 

recognize why we have chosen the DBSCAN set of rules in 

preference to different algorithms and the way we carried 

out it in our assignment particular. 

      Machine learning [8] is a branch of computer science 

and specifically a sub division of the artificial intelligence 

branch which focuses on large amounts of data and 

implements algorithms which try to imitate human 

behaviour and perform tasks as if they are being performed 

by humans without any input or instructions from the user 

(human being).  

That is, by using machine learning algorithms we are able to 

train computers to perform tasks which require intelligence. 

The computers when implemented with these machine 

learning algorithms can actually learn from the previous 

work and all the data that is supplied to them and work on 

future data without the need to give them instructions on 

how to work with that future data.  

In today’s world, machine learning techniques are being 

used in every walk of the daily life and it is not an 

exaggeration to say that applications of machine learning 

can be found in almost all the applications of our daily life 

which have previously been using traditional programming 

to do the job and not only these, but previously unseen and 

impossible tasks are also being made possible by machine 

learning, such as in fields like health care, environmental 

conservation, animal species extinction prediction, and a lot 

of other simple daily life applications such as email 

classification, etc.  

A neural network can be considered to be designed based on 

the neural networks [9] (networks of neurons) in our brain. 

Millions of these neurons form a network that helps us 

human beings in performing our day-to-day tasks and it can 

be said that these neural networks are responsible for our 

intelligence and cognitive abilities. These artificial neural 

networks are model upon these neural networks in our brain, 

in ways like, these artificial neural networks are very 

interlinked with each other and rapidly transfer information 

between each other and there are also several layers of these 

neurons and the information or data is passed through all 

these layers and there will be a final output layer where we 

will be able to see the output of all the computation that has 

been done. 

These neural networks can then be tweaked little by little, to 

make them produce the desired result and therefore be 

trained properly [10]. This tweaking is done assigning 
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weights to the nodes of the network and thereby affecting 

the data that is being passed through that node and with 

these tweaking of weights, the output is also changed and 

we can obtain our desired output by tweaking our way 

through these networks. 

 

II. Literature Survey 

There have been many severe diseases that have evolved in 

the past that have caused significant loss of life, and these 

types of diseases are still emerging today and will continue 

to do so in the future. To keep these disorders under control 

A thorough examination of diseases, as well as preventive 

and control methods, is essential. There are a few diseases 

that are carried by humans, such as person to person 

transmission, droplet dissemination (direct touch), and 

airborne transmission, contaminated objects, food, animal to 

person contact, and bug bites (Indirect contact). Everyone is 

at risk of becoming unwell because infectious diseases can 

spread through direct or indirect contact. SARS, Ebola, 

Lassa fever, tuberculosis, and, most recently, COVID 19 

[11] are examples of infectious diseases. These diseases 

necessitated a quick response and precise control 

techniques. 

Since the 1980s, several new models and theories for 

contact tracing have been developed with the goal of finding 

the most successful models and studying contact tracing to 

reduce the spread of infectious illnesses [12]. And, as of 

today, there are a few unanswered questions or, to put it 

another way, new challenge. We will check and study the 

olden models and the new challenges that are arising in the 

field of contact tracing. 

If the population has good immune response is then it is 

good, but if not immune then we need the vaccines and 

which is the late process [13]. The main problem we can 

find is the small false positivity can lead to large positivity. 

We will discuss different approaches to contact tracing 

through different papers and publications. Among all the 

papers the first paper for Contact tracing is a study by 

Hethcote and Yorke, at the time of spread of disease 

ganorrhea. They wrote the paper Gonorrhea transmission 

dynamics and control, citing the impact of contact tracing 

caused by a reduction in the effective transmissibility of 

infection [14]. Different models till date we can identify as 

individual based simulation models 

As previously stated, mean numerical simulations are the 

most well-known robust algorithm to reformulating IBMs in 

terms of differential equations (ODEs). Rather than counting 

the number of members of particular kind, the ODE section 

defines the inferred relative frequencies (e.g., S, I, and R). 

Especially if the contact graph is densely clustered natively: 

If this is the case, the neighbour of an infected person is 

often already infected, and the spread of infection is slowed 

[15]. 

 An enhance mean field approach, the pair estimator, was 

established in the 1990s by Japanese groups. When it comes 

to Contact Tracing modelling, pair assumption retains a key 

piece of information that mean field asymptotic discards: 

We know how effective it is that a neighbour of an infected 

person is infected as well. Few papers which are published 

earlier have already discussed this idea. Contact tracing is 

more efficacious in bunched populations than in small 

societies, according to. Iterative but each tracing are 

compared in, and “targeted CT,” that is, Contact 

tracing concentrating on a risk group, is examined [16]. 

Recursive and targeted contact tracing were discovered to be 

especially effective. 

The model calculates an infection tree, with nodes 

representing infected individuals and directed edges 

connecting infector and infected. We would rather have a 

forest than a tree as recoverable individuals are removed. It 

is now possible to represent contact tracing directly in the 

path of this process, as in IBMs. If a tree member is 

diagnosed, the adjacent nodes will indeed be tested and, if 

infected, isolated. The frequency of being infectious at a 

given time after infection is measured in order to address the 

nonlinear system [17]. This statistical likelihood is the 

central application that enables for the quick determination 

of an infection's effective reproduction number or species 

evenness. The removal rate can be assumed using heuristic 

arguments even in cases of high occurrence, and a modified 

average field equation has also been recommended. Several 

research articles look at branching process models from a 

various angles, keeping in mind generating operations for 

the degree distribution of randomly selected infectious 

agents. They do so by extending the traditional percolation-

based analysis of epidemics on graph data to Contact 

tracing. Based on a branching-process formulation for CT, 

Tanaka 2020, and analysed data for COVID-19 [11][18] to 

estimate the fraction of asymptomatic cases. 

 

III. Implementation 

We have implemented this project using python3. Python is 

very flexible and easy to write, so we have chosen python to 

implement our project. To implement machine learning in 

python, we can use several machine learning libraries in 

python like sklearn, Tensorflow etc. We chose sklearn as it 

is straight forward and relatively easy to learn.  

As mentioned above, we need a working python3 

environment set up to implement this project. We used 

Jupyter notebook. Jupyter notebook has a neat and tidy 

approach and helps to easily visualize and understand the 

code, so we have chosen Jupyter notebook.  

http://www.ijritcc.org/
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Our python environment was set up in a Linux machine. We 

can have python installed on any OS like Linux, windows 

10 and mac OS. We just need to go to python.org and follow 

the instructions there for our specific operating system and 

we will have a working python environment within minutes. 

We have set up a virtual environment for python in our 

Linux machine and installed all the dependencies inside that 

virtual environment.  

A virtual environment isolates the python environment 

inside the with the systemwide python environment. So, we 

will be able to use our python environment in however way 

we want without worrying about polluting the systemwide 

python environment and also potentially creating 

dependency and ownership issues by our use of pip (the 

pythons default package manager). Using pip systemwide to 

install python modules/libraries that are necessary for our 

project can be dangerous and we will have to manually 

delete those packages that we have downloaded with pip, if 

those packages are needed to be installed as dependencies 

for another systemwide package by the system default 

package manager. So, we always suggest you create a 

virtual python environment for any project that you plan to 

do, in order to save your system from going into dependency 

and ownership issues.  

It will also be helpful to learn how to navigate and use 

Jupyter notebook, because it helps us to do our work 

efficiently and accurately. As with any other job, it is 

therefore always recommended to learn the tool that you use 

to do your work and also learn to use it efficiently and to it’s 

full potential. Installing the python modules/libraries that are 

necessary for our project can be done using pip, which is the 

python package installer and it is a very convenient and 

handy tool to manage all the python libraries that are 

installed with our python environment on our system. We 

can also install packages without using pip and the process 

may be different for different operating systems. For 

example, in Linux, you will have some python libraries 

directly in the repositories of our distribution. When we are 

installing any python modules/libraries globally, we should 

prefer to use the distribution’s package manager instead of 

pip as we have already discussed that using pip globally on a 

system can cause a lot of issues and can potentially damage 

the integrity of your system and can cause other problems. 

Pip is a very convenient tool and it is operating system 

agnostic. In this section, we will explain in detail the 

software tools and methods that we have used to implement 

our project. First of all let us start with the computer type 

and OS. 

The first few steps show how to read the data from the 

database and process I and also visualize it to get a better 

picture of the data that we are dealing with. This helps us in 

properly understanding the problem giving out an effective 

solution based on the inferences that we gather from the data 

pre-processing and visualization phase.  

The next few steps correspond to the model generation and 

execution phase where we implement all the solutions that 

we have planned for the problem based on the inferences 

that we have gathered from the above data pre-processing 

and visualization phase. The algorithm is DBSCAN 

(Density Based spacial Clustering of Applications with 

Noise). This algorithm, as we can see from the title uses 

clustering with a density-based approach and this algorithm 

also can handle some noise within the data points supplied 

to the algorithm. 

 This module processes the data available in the 

dataset into proper format which can be given as input to the 

machine learning module.  

This module also helps us visualize the data in the form of 

scatter plots and graphs which helps in observing trends and 

patterns in infection spreading. 

In this module, we import the data from the dataset and put 

it in a Pandas data frame, we then process the data and also 

make a scatterplot representing the distribution of people at 

various location co-ordinates and this gives us a hint at 

potential infected contacts. 

 

Procedure for implementation: 

• Place the dataset in a location accessible from the 

python environment. 

• Load the dataset into a Pandas data frame. 

• Check how the data is formatted in the dataset and 

look for any anomalies.  

• Now, after the data is properly formatted, display 

the head portion of the data to confirm. 

• Now, plot a figure using matplotlib and give it 

appropriate parameters for fig size. 

• Draw a scatterplot by considering the columns of 

the data in the data frame that was formatted    earlier. 

• Add legends to the scatterplot to improve 

readability of the scatterplot. 

 

A flowchart is nothing but the graphical representation of 

nay algorithms or procedures. This flow charts are mostly 

used in many fields in order to develop, enhance and 

understand the procedures through simple diagrams. It is 

similar to the activity diagram. 

 

http://www.ijritcc.org/
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Fig.2 Implementation Flow 

System architecture 

The process of identifying the subsystems that make up the system, as well as the structure for subsystem interconnection, is 

known as system architecture design. The architectural design's purpose is to define the software system's general structure. 

 

 
Fig.3 System architecture 
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Machine Learning based Clustering (MLDBSCAN)  

  MLDBSCAN is a density-based clustering 

algorithm. It can form cluster on spatial or geographical data 

based on the density of the data points at each location 

coordinates. This is different from other clustering 

algorithms as they don’t necessarily use density-based 

clustering and differ significant with the DBSCAN 

algorithm in other ways as well such as the functionality and 

the working techniques.  

We can say that DBSCAN is the perfect algorithm for our 

particular problem because of the following factors and 

influencing characteristics of our dataset. Our data consists 

of a few columns which tell us about the identity of the 

person along with the the location coordinates of the person. 

Our database contains these specific values, so as to convey 

all the useful information that is used in contact tracing i.e., 

the name (which is the identity of the person) and their 

location coordinates at different dates and different time 

stamps. All this data is highly valuable in determining the 

contacts of any specific person and help contain the spread 

of any infection. 

 

IV. Results & Discussion 

Data visualization is a key aspect of consideration when 

developing any project which involves a lot of data. Data 

visualization helps us infer a lot of things from the data that 

we are dealing with. Data visualization is a process where 

we try to visualize the data in the form of a graph, a chart or 

any other graphical representation.  

Our data consists of the location coordinates; hence, we 

chose to visualize our data in the form of a scatterplot. Our 

scatterplot consists of data points scattered across the plane 

with latitude as x axis and longitude as y axis. This helps us 

to visualize all the points that a person has been and all the 

contacts that a person has had. 

A scatterplot uses data points scattered across a 2d plane to 

visualize the data and to describe the connection between 

two variables. In our purpose, the scatterplot, while is very 

helpful, cannot display the whole of data as it is just a 2d 

plot. Ideally we can also add a z axis which represents the 

time of day and can therefore help to pin point the contact 

between any two given individuals. 

 
Fig.4 Matplotlib scatterplot with legends 

 

We have provide three  parameters epsilon (Eps), minimum 

points(Minpts), metric. 

• Epsilon (Eps): Two points are considered 

neighbours if the distance between the two points is below 

the threshold epsilon. 

• Minimum points: The minimum number of 

neighbours a given point should have in order to be classified 

as a core point. It’s important to note that the point itself 

is included in the minimum number of samples. 

• metric: The metric to use when calculating distance 

between instances in a feature array (i.e. euclidean distance). 

The algorithm forms clusters based on the above given 

metrics. The total numbers of clusters formed are showed 

below with their respective numbering and color. 

 
 Fig.5. Scatterplot of six clusters. 

Here we can see that, a total of 6 clusters have been formed 

and are numbered from -1 to 4.  

Now, we will take four inputs and see thir respective output 

clusters and their contacts: 
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case 1, Bob : 

 
Fig.6. showing bob’s position in scatterplot. 

 

Case 2, Judy: 

 
Fig.7 Showing judy’s position in scatterplot. 

Case 3, Heidi : 

 
Fig.8 Showing heidi’s position in scatterplot. 

 

Case 4, Ivan : 

 
Fig.9. Showing ivan’s position in scatterplot 

 

V. Conclusion 

Mathematical models are useful in anticipating new 

transmittable diseases because they allow stakeholders to 

plan for future public health situations before they occur. 

However, because accurate data is often scarce in such 

situations, long-term dynamics forecasts are frequently 

correlated with large confidence intervals. Our model 

answers the fundamental and ambitious question of whether 

rapid and complete contact tracing is appropriate for 

identifying infectious diseases. Contact tracing in public 

health is more complicated because it relies on the relative 

chronology of events and the monitoring of known contacts 

using machine learning algorithms. For contact tracing to be 

an effective health promotion measure, most secondary 

cases must be separated later before they become 

contagious. Several digital contact tracking designs have 

emerged, and related app applications have been chosen by 

governments worldwide. Bluetooth has been identified as 

the most promising wireless technology for implementing 

the contact tracing service, particularly its power-saving 

variant, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). 
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